
Hi friend :-)

 

We’re reaching the end of October now and, going into the final two months of the year, I

can’t help but feel a little reflective. Looking back, I actually see lots of ways in which I’ve

grown — and not just by a little. In fact, in most ways, by quite a lot.

 

Given how stressful this year has been, it’s easy to look back and shrug it off as “just

2020.” I think now more than ever, though, it’s important to spend more time than that in

reflection: Take a look at your pillars, see where they’re at, acknowledge where you’ve

grown and what you’ve learned, and decide where you still want to stimulate a little more

growth in the coming months.

 

As Krista Tippett puts it, “slowing down is accompanied by space for noticing.” Slow down.

Make that space. Sit in it. And awareness will fill it on its own.

 

(If you know someone who would enjoy this mailer, please forward it to them! If you were

forwarded this mailer, and want to see more of them, click here and just hit “send”!)

#1
The fastest route isn’t always the straightest line: I saw this video, and I think this very

interesting experiment in physics applies to the physics of our lives. Sometimes, we see

what we think is the fastest route to success — make that sale, book that client, get that

job — when, in actual fact, it isn’t. Knowing the difference takes knowing not just the

destination, but knowing the route itself.

#2
The power of going first: Waiting is a useful strategy sometimes, but those who lead the

way go first — and this can be a mini-superpower for the smaller, everyday things.

https://l.linklyhq.com/l/65cd?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--At3yDm2vQe24WQICedxjE_unZEF7RaE6-fO7PJE1bEMwJqX5pMRVCwQcZ1dG_4vMcyF2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNIsAnyuwb8&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--At3yDm2vQe24WQICedxjE_unZEF7RaE6-fO7PJE1bEMwJqX5pMRVCwQcZ1dG_4vMcyF2o


Professional volleyball player Gabby Reece has this thing about going first: “If I'm

checking out at the store, I'll say ‘hello’ first. If I'm coming across somebody and make eye

contact, I'll smile first. [I wish] people would experiment with that in their life a little bit

more. Be first, because – not all times, but most times – it comes in your favour.”

#3
Some of the most valuable questions don’t need answers: “Questions themselves can

sometimes offer no immediate need of answers. Counter to our notion that everything

must have an answer, some of the most worthwhile questions are the ones with no

immediate answers. In a way, answers are like… a false, but comforting, refuge. Yet, for

many of us, while probing ourselves with questions about how we should live and what it

means to be a citizen in a global world, it is in the search that we find true meaning.” —

Shane Parrish

I found that last quote while writing my latest blog post on active listening, and I thought

it’d be fun and fitting to leave you with a question to think about that doesn’t need an

answer:

 

What things do you continue to do simply because you’re scared or unsure of what will

happen when you stop?

 

Until next time,

J.

If you enjoyed this email, please forward it to one person you think would enjoy it!

And, if you were forwarded this email, and want to join our community of thinkers, feel free to sign

up by clicking this link, and just hitting "send"! :-)
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